


always, never, sometimes 



Answer the questions:

1. Do you have your classes in the morning or in 
the     afternoon?
2. Where do you have your lunch?
3. Do you go to school canteen?
4. Do you use a knife while eating?
5. Do you read when you are eating?
6. What do you say after eating?
7. How often do you help your mother to lay the 
table?
8. Do you blow at the dish if it is very hot?
9. Do you listen to music when you are eating?



■ judge by                                               
■ chew
■ put  elbows
■ follow
■ differ
■ stir
■ dislike
■ sit straight
■ keep impressions

■ cut off
■ blow at
■ lick fingers
■ table manners
■ habit
■ rule
■ correct way
■ impolite
■ silly



               Continue

■ It is polite ..
■ It is impolite…
■ The correct way to 

sit at the table…



         Read the text

People sometimes judge others by their manners at 
the table.

The children learn it’s impolite to talk while eating or 
to chew with the mouth open. When they grow 
older they learn other table manners, for example 
not to eat more than one biscuit at a time or not to 
put their elbows on the table. Some people don’t 
know how they should get bread from the far end 
of the table and they don’t know how to use knifes 
or forks. Reading or listening to music is a bad 
habit and it is impolite towards others. There are 
own traditions and customs in each family. The girls 
follow these rules easier than boys. Some boys 
think it is all silly but they don’t want to differ from 
everyone and try to do what their mothers tell them 
to do.



           True or false?
■ The children learn it is polite to talk while 

eating.

■  Some people don’t know how they should get 
bread from the far end of the table.

■  Reading  at the table is a good habit.

■ All people know how to use knives.

■ The boys usually follow the table manners easier 
than the girls.



Insert the missing words

■  Some people … others by their table 
manners.

■   It’s impolite to … while eating or to … 
with mouth open.

■  Listening to music is a bad…
■  The girls usually… these… than the      

boys.
■  The boys think it is all …
■  Some boys don’t want to… from 

everyone else.



     Modal verb “Should”

“ Should” is used to express what the 
speaker thinks is right or the best 
thing to do.



 Should/ shouldn’t + V

I, you, he, she, it, we, they- 
should.



+I should follow the table manners.
? Should I follow the table manners?
- I shouldn’t follow the table manners.



Make sentences with “should”.
■ You … (sit straight)
■ They… (use  knives)
■ He … ( not  put the elbows on the table)
■ We… (not  read while eating)
■ They …(not listen to music)
■ She  …(put her knife and fork together on  her 

plate)
■ We … ( not leave the spoon in our glasses while 

drinking)
■ The boys …( not think) it is silly.
■ He …( keep his impressions) to himself.
■ They … (sit straight)
■ He … (wash his hands) before eating.



 What do you think?



What should we 
do? 

( the 1st group)

What shouldn’t we 
do? 

( the 2nd group)



Every country has its own 
traditions and customs.



Samoa: Don’t eat when you are walking 
in public.



Muslim countries: 
Don’t eat with your 

left hand.



Canada and the USA: Don’t 
arrive early if you are 
invited to someone’s house



Japan: Take off your shoes 
before you enter someone’s 

home.



Kazakhstan:




